Nickel Mines (NIC)
Rating: Hold | Risk: High | Price Target: $1.26
Another solid quarter, but downgrading to Hold
Event
Nickel Mines has released its December quarter activities report. It was another good
quarter; production was strong although costs have increased from September. Nickel
production is up 8% on a 100% basis. The company is in a strong cash position ahead of
funding the Angel Project acquisition, but we downgrade our recommendation to Hold on
valuation grounds after a period of strong performance.

Highlights
• Nickel Mines has an 80% economic interest in two Rotary Kiln Electric Furnace (RKEF)
projects in the Indonesia Morowali Industrial Park (IMIP). The Chinese steel company
Tsingshan holds the other 20%. Each project produces ~21ktpa nickel (100% basis) at a
cost of ~US$7,500/t. Nickel Mines is acquiring an 80% stake in the Angel Nickel Project at
Weda Bay, also in Indonesia in partnership with Tsingshan.
• Production in the December quarter continued to recover from the rain affected June
quarter. Total nickel production of 11,527kt is up 5% yoy and 8% on the Sept Qtr.
• Costs have increased to US$7,526/t in the quarter (up from $7,201/t in September), with
Nickel Mines noting that nickel ore prices have increased, and there were a number of
‘one-off’ costs incurred in December relating to bonus payments, port charges and NPI
processing charges. These should not recur in coming quarters although may remain a
feature in future December months as books are closed and balanced.
• On a 100% basis the RKEFs generated revenue of US$158.8m, record EBITDA of
US$71.6m and underlying NPAT of US$67.8m.
• The Hengjaya mine had a record quarter as mining operations expand. Ore production
more than doubled and costs have dropped to US$25/t. However, the mine remains a
marginal driver of Nickel Mines earnings and valuation.
• Nickel Mines finished the quarter with US$351m cash, up from US$93m at September
30th post the company’s capital raise. Underlying free cash flow was positive $71.9m.
• Subsequent to the quarter, Nickel Mines announced that the pricing of its nickel pig iron
will no longer be linked to LME nickel prices, and instead will be linked to Chinese NPI
prices. It will be interesting to monitor how this develops. It is possible that a that a two
tiered nickel market evolves, one linked to battery grade nickel sulphate, and the other
linked to NPI feedstock for the Chinese stainless steel industry. That is a potential
negative for Nickel Mines if strong demand for battery grade nickel results in improving
LME nickel prices, but not for NPI.
• We have modestly increased our earnings forecasts due to higher production (NPI grade)
and slightly lower costs from 2021 than we were previously modelling. However, our
valuation has reduced to $1.26ps (from $1.28ps) as we incorporate a higher AUD/USD
exchange rate (75c v 72c previously).
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Recommendation
Nickel Mines has a strong growth profile, but after a period of outperformance this is
becoming priced. We are concerned that the change in the way NIC’s NPI sales are priced
will reduce the upside linked to strong EV demand for nickel. We downgrade our
Recommendation to Hold.
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Nickel Mines Ltd. is a nickel producer with assets in
Indonesia and operates in partnership with Tsingshan, the
world's largest stainless steel producer. Nickel Mines
produces nickel ore from the Hengjaya Mine which supplies
feedstock to the Indonesia Morowali Industrial Park (IMIP).
The company's main asset is an 80% stake in the Hengjaya
and Ranger rotary kiln electric furnaces (RKEF) located in
IMIP. The company was founded on September 12, 2007
and is headquartered in Sydney, Australia.
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Key risks
•

The nickel price is volatile and is often driven by arbitrary policy changes such as
the Indonesian export ban. As such, the price of nickel is relatively difficult to
forecast and the actual price may differ substantially from our forecasts.

•

Some investors may be concerned that the company operates in Indonesia, in
partnership with a Chinese company and with Indonesian and Chinese strategic
shareholders. However, it Nickel Mines is ‘inside the fence’ and not an outsider.
The relationship with Tsingshan is strong, and Tsingshan has a strong relationship
with Indonesian authorities.

•

Smaller companies carry more significant ‘key personnel’ risk than larger
organisations. If senior management depart the company, then it could delay
projects or exacerbate operational risks.

Core drivers and catalyst
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•

Nickel is predominantly used in the production of stainless steel (69% of
consumption) but is finding growing use as a cathode in lithium ion batteries. The
electrification of light vehicles is likely to see increased demand for nickel.

•

Nickel Mines has an 80% economic interest in two RKEF projects in the IMIP. At a
mid-cycle nickel price of US$6.50/lb, the two projects will generate combined
free cash flow of about US$210mpa (100% basis).

•

We value each RKEF project at US$1,050m (100%, NPV @ 11%) and Nickel Mines
recently exercised an option to increase its economic interest from 60% to 80% in
both projects for US$120m.

•

Nickel Mines is acquiring an 80% interest in the Angel Nickel Project at Weda Bay
in Indonesia, also in partnership with Tsingshan. This will double Nickel Mines’
output.
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Rating Classification
Buy

Expected to outperform the overall market

Hold

Expected to perform in line with the overall market

Sell

Expected to underperform the overall market

Not Rated

Shaw has issued a factual note on the company but does not have a recommendation

Risk Rating
High

Higher risk than the overall market – investors should be aware this stock may be speculative

Medium

Risk broadly in line with the overall market

Low
Lower risk than the overall market
RISK STATEMENT: Where a company is designated as ‘High’ risk, this means that the analyst has determined that the risk profile for this company is
significantly higher than for the market as a whole, and so may not suit all investors. Clients should make an assessment as to whether this stock
and its potential price volatility is compatible with their financial objectives. Clients should discuss this stock with their Shaw adviser before making
any investment decision.
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Disclaimer
Shaw and Partners Limited ABN 24 003 221 583 (“Shaw”) is a Participant of ASX Limited, Chi-X Australia Pty Limited and the holder of Australian
Financial Services Licence number 236048.
ANALYST CERTIFICATION: The Research Analyst who prepared this report hereby certifies that the views expressed in this document accurately
reflect the analyst's personal views about the Company and its financial products. Neither Shaw nor its Research Analysts received any direct financial
or non-financial benefits from the company for the production of this document. However, Shaw Research Analysts may receive assistance from the
company in preparing their research which can include attending site visits and/or meetings hosted by the company. In some instances, the costs of
such site visits or meetings may be met in part or in whole by the company if Shaw considers it is reasonable given the specific circumstances relating
to the site visit or meeting. As at the date of this report, the Research Analyst does not hold, either directly or through a controlled entity, securities
in the Company that is the subject of this report. Shaw restricts Research Analysts from trading in securities outside of the ASX/S&P100 for which
they write research. Other Shaw employees may hold interests in the company, but none of those interests are material.
DISCLAIMER: This report is published by Shaw to its clients by way of general, as opposed to personal, advice. This means it has been prepared for
multiple distribution without consideration of your investment objectives, financial situation and needs (“Personal Circumstances”). Accordingly, the
advice given is not a recommendation that a particular course of action is suitable for you and the advice is therefore not to be acted on as investment
advice. You must assess whether or not the advice is appropriate for your Personal Circumstances before making any investment decisions. You can
either make this assessment yourself, or if you require a personal recommendation, you can seek the assistance of your Shaw client adviser. This
report is provided to you on the condition that it not be copied, either in whole or in part, distributed to or disclosed to any other person. If you are
not the intended recipient, you should destroy the report and advise Shaw that you have done so. This report is published by Shaw in good faith
based on the facts known to it at the time of its preparation and does not purport to contain all relevant information with respect to the financial
products to which it relates. The research report is current as at the date of publication until it is replaced, updated or withdrawn. Although the report
is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, Shaw does not make any representation or warranty that it is accurate,
complete or up to date and Shaw accepts no obligation to correct or update the information or opinions in it. If you rely on this report, you do so at
your own risk. Any projections are indicative estimates only and may not be realised in the future. Such projections are contingent on matters outside
the control of Shaw (including but not limited to market volatility, economic conditions and company-specific fundamentals) and therefore may not
be realised in the future. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Except to the extent that liability under any law cannot
be excluded, Shaw disclaims liability for all loss or damage arising as a result of any opinion, advice, recommendation, representation or information
expressly or impliedly published in or in relation to this report notwithstanding any error or omission including negligence.
DISCLOSURE: Shaw will charge commission in relation to client transactions in financial products and Shaw client advisers will receive a share of that
commission. Shaw, its authorised representatives, its associates and their respective officers and employees may have earned previously or may in
the future earn fees and commission from dealing in the Company's financial products.
RESEARCH TEAM: For analyst qualifications and experience, refer to http://www.shawandpartners.com.au/about/our-people/research
RESEARCH POLICY: For an overview of our Research policy, refer to https://www.shawandpartners.com.au/media/1267/researchpolicy.pdf
If you no longer wish to receive Shaw research, please contact your Financial Adviser to unsubscribe.
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